Wilkins Peak Trails offers many great trails—the majority of these are comprised of single track trails. The trails are intended for non-motorized vehicles, such as mountain bikes, hikers and horse back riders.

The trails can be accessed from several different locations depending upon length of ride/walk you desire. The closest starting point to the majority of trails system is just south-east of the City of Green River’s shooting range off of Forest Road 171. To get to the main trail head you will turn off of East Teton, just north of Jackson Elementary, on to Scott’s Bottom Road, across the river bridge. The road makes a sweeping right turn and you will see a parking area next to the City’s outdoor archery range Parking A. You can choose to park there for a longer ride or to access the beginner/novice trails, Channel Surfing and 10 Ring or continue down the road to the Main Trail Head. The road turns to dirt just past Parking A.

Mac Daddy is a connector trail linking Brent and Mikes with Quickdraw. To access Mac Daddy at the Main Trail Head, cruise along the ridge line for 28 miles before hanging a right. Travel .34 miles, cross NOMOJO and continue straight down the hill where the trail becomes easily walked over or around. The trail follows the base of the hillside and has no long sustained climbs and little net elevation gain. Cruiser can be ridden as an out and back ride, or connected to the rest of the trail system.

Cruiser branches off to the left. Take the left fork at the “Red Barn” and follow the road .5 miles. You will see a parking area, Parking B, and Info Kiosk on your right. This is the starting point of “Fast Exit”. Depending upon your fitness level you may want to continue on Forest Road 171 another 2 miles to access the trails from the beginning of “Brent & Mikes Trail”.

Take the left fork at the “Red Barn” and follow the road. 5 miles. You will see a parking area, Parking B, and Info Kiosk on your right. This is the starting point of “Fast Exit”. Depending upon your fitness level you may want to continue on Forest Road 171 another 2 miles to access the trails from the beginning of “Brent & Mikes Trail”.

Diratrctions:
Mac Daddy - .37 Miles - Typical Ride Time: 10 minutes
Quickdraw - 1.15 Miles - Typical Ride Time 30 - 40 minutes
Channel Surfing -  Beginners/Novice
10 Ring - Beginner/Novice with some intermediate and difficult sections
Crossover - Beginner/Novice
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